Amenities Near the Matrix Hotel

Downtown Edmonton has a wealth of food and cultural experiences. Here are some close to the Matrix. They are listed by intersections, with those closest to the Matrix listed first.

Please note, links to the zomato.com have been included wherever possible. Not all these restaurants and amenities are accessible, and dinehere.com often inaccurately lists inaccessible restaurants as accessible. You are encouraged to call the restaurant in question to inquire about physical and allergen accessibility.

The Matrix Hotel is located at the intersection of 107th Street and 100 Avenue, one block south of Jasper Avenue.

In the Matrix Hotel
Wildflower Grill
Serving Canadian cuisine.

Starbucks

107 Street and 100 Avenue
Treats Cafe
Canadian coffee and bakery chain. Serves coffee, tea, baked goods and light meals.

Subway
Fast food sandwiches made to order

108 Street and 100 Avenue
Good Earth Café
Ubiquitous North American coffee chain. Carries coffee, espresso, tea, pastries and light meals including pressed sandwiches.
107th St and 99th Ave
Kim’s Grocery
Small local grocery store and Korean deli. Legendary among downtown workers for its Korean snacks and screamers (Soda poured over soft serve vanilla ice cream).

108th Street and Jasper Avenue
Blvd
Canadian cuisine, featuring a mix and melting of multiple cuisines. Live music Friday nights.
https://www.zomato.com/edmonton/blvd-bar-x-kitchen-edmonton

Mondo Café
Healthy and quick coffee, tea, sandwiches and salads. Open 7am – 4pm to serve the offices nearby.
https://www.zomato.com/edmonton/mondo-cafe-edmonton

Tim Hortons
Quintessential Canadian chain. Serves coffee, tea, donuts and light meals including sandwiches and soups. The iconic order at Tim Hortons is a ‘double double’ (coffee with two milk and two sugar) and a selection of Timbits (small balls of donut pastry).

Audrey's Books
Independent book store featuring Canadian and Edmontonian authors.

Scotiabank
ATMS available here.

Commodore Diner
Classic Western Canadian diner food (which includes Chinese Canadian cuisine).
https://www.zomato.com/edmonton/commodore-edmonton/menu#tabtop

108 Street and 99 Avenue
Edmonton has a flourishing food truck culture. Food trucks can often be found along 108th Street between 99th Avenue and 100th Avenue between 11:00am and 1:30pm to cater to the offices nearby. Trucks featuring Indian, Vietnamese, Lebanese and Indigenous cuisine often stop here, although the selection changes daily. Drift, one of Edmonton’s best food trucks, serving locally sourced comfort food, sometimes frequents this area.

Legislature Grounds
The Albertan Legislature is just south of 99th Avenue on 108th Street, but can also be accessed from 107th and 109th street. The legislature grounds feature 53 acres of manicured lawn and trees and several significant water features, all overlooking the North Saskatchewan River. For more information, visit: https://www.assembly.ab.ca/visitor/tour/Grounds_Tour/Grounds_Tour_Brochure.pdf

109th Street and Jasper Avenue
Save-on Foods
Major grocery store with pharmacy. Will carry many options for self-catering.

Starbucks

Mucho Burrito
Fast food tacos, burritos and salads.

Love Pizza
Local Edmonton pizza restaurant featuring unique pizza topping combinations.

Oodle noodle
Fast food stir-fry.

106 Street and 99 Avenue
The Marc
Classic French cuisine. Some of the best in Edmonton
https://www.zomato.com/edmonton/the-marc-downtown
107 Street and Jasper Avenue
Boston pizza
Chain pizza restaurant serving pizza, pasta and burgers

106 Street and Jasper Avenue
Pita pit
Fast food pita wraps

Papa Johns
Fast food pizza.

Red Star Pub
Classic pub food with European feel.
https://www.zomato.com/edmonton/red-star-pub-edmonton

Pub 1905
Classic pub food.
https://www.zomato.com/edmonton/pub-1905-edmonton

The Needle Vinyl Tavern
Live music venue with restaurant and bar focusing on American cuisine.
https://www.zomato.com/edmonton/the-needle-vinyl-tavern-downtown

Rocky Mountain Ice House
Albertan/Southern cuisine.
https://www.zomato.com/edmonton/rocky-mountain-icehouse-edmonton

105 Street and Jasper Avenue
Flirt cupcakes
A wide variety of cupcakes including vegan and gluten free options
https://www.zomato.com/edmonton/flirt-cupcakes-1-edmonton
Coffee Bureau
Part of Edmonton’s rapidly growing local coffee culture. Charming hole-in-wall featuring locally roasted espresso and a limited selection of locally baked, fresh pastries.
https://www.zomato.com/edmonton/coffee-bureau-downtown

104 St and Jasper Avenue
One of Edmonton’s most vibrant streets. In addition to the wealth of restaurants and cafes, the downtown farmers market (named one of the best farmers’ markets in the world in 2013 by National Geographic) also takes place here every Saturday morning between 9am and 3pm.

Tzin
Spanish tapas and wine bar
https://www.zomato.com/edmonton/tzin-wine-tapas-edmonton

Bar Bricco
Italian, with a good selections of wines
https://www.zomato.com/edmonton/bar-bricco-edmonton

Earth’s General Store
Small grocery store dedicated to organic produce. Excellent place to check if you’re vegan and gluten-free. They have a small deli that serves falafel, soups and salad.

Blue Plate Diner
Up-scale diner food with an wide range of vegetarian and vegan options.
https://www.zomato.com/edmonton/blue-plate-diner-downtown

Black Pearl
Seafood, including an oyster bar.
https://www.zomato.com/edmonton/black-pearl-seafood-bar-downtown

Kelly’s Bar
Irish pub
https://www.zomato.com/edmonton/kellys-pub-edmonton

Dauphine
Bakery and bistro, with some of the best tarts in Edmonton.

Cask & Barrel
Pub, live music on Saturdays from 4pm on.
https://www.zomato.com/edmonton/cask-barrel-edmonton

Cavern
Cheese boutique and café. Serving continental breakfast, light lunch, tapas and, of course, cheese!
https://www.zomato.com/edmonton/cavern-edmonton

Credo
Part of Edmonton’s rapidly exploding coffee scene. Serves Intelligensia direct trade beans in espresso drinks and pour over coffee. Also serves some baked goods.

Jacek
‘Chocolate couture’ – Edmonton’s artisan chocolatier creates delicious, beautiful and ethically sourced chocolates.
https://www.zomato.com/edmonton/jacek-chocolate-couture-sherwood-park

Edmonton has a flourishing food truck culture. Food trucks can often be found along Jasper Avenue between 105th and 103 St. between 11:00am and 1:30pm to cater to the offices nearby. Trucks featuring Ukrainian and Vietnamese cuisine often stop here, although the selection changes daily. Bully Food Truck, one of Edmonton’s best food trucks, serving innovative Asian fusion food, often frequents this area.